
Pompon flowers in the vase
Instructions No. 2775
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 5 Hours

In this idea, the popular trend flower "Craspedia" is easily homemade! Learn here how you can make the pretty pompom flowers yourself
and arrange them in a vase with the help of the VBS Pomponmaker set.

Making pompom flowers
The VBS pompom maker set consists of 4 pairs of templates. Select the two
small pairs of templates and use them to wrap different yellow pompoms: 

Each pair of stencils consists of two pieces that are clicked together.
Starting from the center of the stencil, first wrap one half of the stencil, then
the other with wool. Then, both halves are closed to form a ring. Now the
wound wool is cut along the outer edge of the ring. So that the individual
threads are securely fixed, a ribbon is pulled between the templates through
the two pompom halves, tied tightly together and knotted. 

Now the pompom maker can be opened. The finished pompom is removed
and cut into shape with scissors.

How to create flower stems and leaves

The stems of the pompom flowers are made of florist wire. The wire can be
easily shortened to a good length with side cutters. Then wrap it with florist's
tape. This tape is coated with wax, so it needs to be stretched slightly to
adhere on its own. 

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/vbs-pompommaker-set-a59920/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/vbs-pompommaker-set-a59920/


Cut narrow leaf shapes from the florist crepe and attach them to each stem
with a little more florist tape. 

Now you can glue the pompoms to the stems with hot glue.

Design vase

Use this idea also immediately for another current decoration trend: self-
designed vases. 

First, glue wooden rings with the transparent mosaic joint compound to the
round bottle from the "Geo" set, allow to dry thoroughly and then dab in two
layers with the Outdoor Chalky Color. 

Tip: The Outdoor Color is particularly suitable for paintings that are exposed
to moisture or are to be wiped off. 

Now just arrange the flowers in the vase.

Article number Article name Qty
361699-08 Schachenmayr "Catania"Colour 00208 1
389839 VBS Pompommaker set 1
19741 Floral wire, green 1
616317 VBS Florist ribbon, 12 rolls à 27 m 1
686112 VBS Glass bottles "Geo", set of 3 1
12005 Wooden ringsØ 56 mm, 10 pieces 1
12004 Wooden ringsØ 47 mm, 10 piece 1
755627-08 VBS Chalky Outdoor Color, 100 mlPastel-Pink 1
12051701 VBS Flat brush "NATURE", set of 6 1
466363 Mosaic joint filler, transparent 1
134279 Hot glue gun cordless, 12 W 1

Article information:
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